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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to find out the background of the Marriage Worth certificate policy, the reality of early marriage and its impact in Jepara Regency and the Marriage Worth Certificate as an effort to reduce early marriage. The approach in this research is sociology juridical. Data collection methods in this study consisted of primary data obtained directly from the parties concerned. Secondary data consists of Primary legal materials and secondary legal materials namely materials that provide primary legal explanations. As an explanation, tertiary legal materials are given. From this study it can be concluded that the background to the emergence of a Marriage Certificate policy is that divorce rates are increasing, women's reproductive health is problematic, the number of stunting children is caused by teenage mothers and increased domestic violence. Reality the number of early marriages in Jepara Regency increased significantly in 2019 3.16% for men and 3.45% for women. From 9041 marital events dominated by the North Jepara region. The reason is also the local cultural factors that are influenced by the social system and the tradition of young marriage which is inherited in the family. While the impact of making children drop out of school, loss of reproductive rights of children due to having to get pregnant and give birth at a young age, the number of LBW that can lead to the stunting of the Marriage Right Certificate Policy as an effort to prevent early marriage, is very welcomed by various parties and religious leaders as marriage requirements for Catholicism and Hindu. In order to increase family fortune and become a sakina, mawaddah and rahmah (mercy family).
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1. Introduction

Marriage is the initial stage of community formation, from as forming small communities called households. Allah has created men and women to be able to relate to each other, love each other, produce offspring and live side by side in peace and prosperity in accordance with Allah's commands and the hadith of the Prophet Muhammad.⁴ As mentioned in the Qur'an surah Ar Ruum Verse 21. Marriage is a spiritual bond between a man and a woman as husband and wife with the aim of forming a happy and everlasting family (household) based on the Godhead.⁵ The age limit for having a marriage as in Article 7 paragraph 1 of Act No. 1 of 1974 states, the age limit for a marriage is that men are 19 (nineteen) years old and women have reached 16 (sixteen) years old.⁶ For men under 21 years old and women 19 years old, a parent's
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permission must be obtained, while under the age of 19 years is carried out with a religious court dispensation permit, for women under 21 years old is a parent's permission, under 16 years old is court permission. After the ratification of Act No. 16 of 2019 that the minimum age of both men and women is at least 19 years of age so it does not conflict with Act No. 23 of 2002 on Child Protection.

Early marriages, or so-called underage marriages are increasingly prevalent among Indonesian teenagers. The number of early marriages in Indonesia is relatively high at around 20% of the total number of marriages in each year is marriages performed by couples who are less than 19 years of age. This marriage experiences many problems in building household resilience so that it causes many factors of failure in the household. From this we will carry out research to see how the marriage age limit is associated with appropriate certification to see the reality of early marriage in Jepara Regency.

Research methods

The method of approach in this research is sociological juridical so that the law with this approach is seen in the frame of law in action which concerns the interrelation between law and social institutions.

The specification of this research is descriptive analytic method, in which the writer describes the object which is the subject of a descriptive analytic problem. The nature of this research apart from merely giving an overview of the implementation of Act No. 16 of 2019 in Jepara Regency, to see the age limit of marriage related to early marriage in Jepara Regency and the idea of a proper marriage certification.

The data source consists of primary data and secondary data. Primary Data is data obtained directly from the public in the form of interviews with related parties. Secondary Data, consisting of: a) Primary legal materials and secondary legal materials. In this study the authors used the type of directed interviews (free lead). With non random sampling techniques (non probability sampling design). The sampling that the authors will interview are related parties with age restrictions on marriage and early marriage.

In the method of data analysis using qualitative analysis. Data obtained from secondary data are analyzed critically and in-depth using the content analysis method. While the primary data obtained, the authors analyze using the inductive method.

2. Results And Discussion


The term "Marriage Certificate" became viral and came to the fore after the Coordinating Minister for PMK (Human Development and Culture) Muhadjir on Wednesday, November 13, 2019 at SICC Bogor, West Java, which will be carried out
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starting in 2020. Furthermore it is hoped that the perfection of pre-marital guidance through Eligible Marriage Certificate is not seen in terms of mandatory and not mandatory, but understood in terms of substance. Not that if you do not participate, you may not get married, but in an effort to build strong family resilience. This discourse, received a significant response from various parties such as the opinion of the General Treasurer Muhammadiyah Central Executive Muhammad Abbas National Woman Commissioner, Imam Nakha’i, also believes the same Minister of Women’s Empowerment and Child Protection I Gusti Ayu Bintang Darmavati, Even Vice President Ma’ruf Amin While those who oppose this policy discourse come from politicians like Rieke Diah Pitaloka. Therefore, in the view of Ace Hasan Syadzily as Deputy Chairman of Commission VIII, the DPR RI advised the Government to study carefully both in terms of procedures and substance before this policy was presented before the public, especially not to burden the citizens. Likewise, it needs to be examined in terms of benefits and benefits, because marriage is included in the realm of private law Whatever the pros and cons of various national figures, but the policy needs to be studied further because marriage certification is different from premarital counseling that has been run by each Regency Religious Affairs Office which only explains about the purpose of marriage, the rights and obligations of husband and wife. The factors causing the emergence of a marriage certificate are: a) Number of Family / Divorce Damages b) Lower Reproductive Health c) Number of stunting children d) Domestic Violence (Domestic Violence)

In spite of the polemic about the "Marriage Certificate", the Ministry of Religion has conducted a program on the Prospective Bride Course (Suscatin) as outlined in the Decree of the Minister of Religion (KMA) No.477 of 2004, Circular Letter of the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance Number DJ.II / PW.01 / 1997/2009, Regulation of the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance Number DJ.II / 542 2013 About Pre-Marriage Course Guidelines which also include "Adolescent Marriage Age". Currently nationally implemented BIMWIN (Marriage Guidance) Program is appropriate Regulation of the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance No. 373 of 2017
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which was later refined with Regulation of the Director General of Islamic Community Guidance No 379 in 2018. Since launching activities, this has become a national priority program in 2017 piloting in 16 provinces with a target of 149,646 pairs of bride and groom. Year 2018 implementation of guidance of 149,646 pairs of bride in 34 provinces and in 2019 implementation of guidance of 209,257 pairs of bride in 34 provinces. Unfortunately, this program has not become a mandatory prerequisite for the marriage of each prospective bride.

2.2. The Reality of Early Marriage in Jepara Regency and Its Impact

2.2.1. Reality of Early Marriage in Jepara Regency

Early marriage, is believed to be one of the factors causing violence against women and children, as well as contributors to maternal death during childbirth because the reproductive organs of adolescent girls have not been established so that they cannot function optimally to give birth. Early marriage that drags many millennial generation. The cause is poverty and free association.

In Central Java, the average number of marriages is 300,000 each year, with the number of child marriages in 2016 occurring 3,186 marriages. 2017 as many as 3,176, in 2018 as many as 3,275 and 2019 as many as 3,707 marriages. It means that almost every year the percentage increases. The Jepara Branch of the Indonesian Women's Coalition is concerned about the high number of underage marriages that occur in Jepara. Likewise, from the report of the Ministry of Religion of Jepara Regency, early marriage is quite high.

The highest contributor to early marriages is Bangsri Sub-Regency, Kambang Sub-Regency, Jepara Sub-Regency, Keling Sub-Regency, Donorojo Sub-Regency. Ironically, from the area of the supplier area for early marriage in the North Jepara region from Bangsri to the far end of the Donorojo Regency. One reason is the cultural factors and social systems that are so hard in the lives of North Jepara people. So that more or less a phenomenon why parents want to have a lust for a daughter-in-law or download a
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daughter-in-law. Because by carrying out the celebration means he will withdraw all donations that have been given to relatives, neighbors, relatives, friends and others. This culture has been rooted for generations since ancient times  

25 Kancilan Village is the largest early marriage supplier area in Kembang Regency from year to year.  

26 Whereas in Bangsri Regency, the cause of marriage is because of the large number of unwanted pregnancies due to promiscuity.  

27 Likewise in Keling and Donorojo Regencies. The rise of early marriage in Jepara Regency from the North was also conveyed by the Chairperson of the Jepara Regency Religious Court. This can be seen from the high number of dispensation permit applications in Jepara Regency.  

2.2.2. **Impact of Early Marriage in Jepara Regency**  
The impact of early marriage in Jepara Regency is as follows:  
- Many children drop out of school because they are less than 16 years old where they should be attending school / madrasa.  
- The loss of reproductive rights where she has to give birth at less than 20 years and her reproduction is not strong enough to give birth  
- Number of LBW (Low Birth Weight) due to lack of nutrition knowledge of pregnant women so that AKA (Child Mortality Rate) often occurs.  

2.3. **Marriage Eligibility Certificate Efforts to Build Family Resilience and Prevent Early Marriage**  
The policy delivered by the Coordinating Minister for Human Empowerment and Culture late last year really caught the public’s attention, especially the actual conversation among the bride and groom. This policy concerns the benefit of the people according to the rules of the Fiqh proposal there are also the following rules:  

تصرف الإمام على الرعية منوط بالمصلحة  

Meaning: The leader’s policy for his people is based on benefit considerations.  
The Marriage Certificate Policy needs to be formulated in a clear concept with a legal umbrella as to whether the model will be applied later and which Ministry should be responsible. This concerns the lives of a large majority of Muslims in Indonesia with a
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variety of different social strata of society and education strata. Do you follow the Marriage Guidance model that has become a national program and evaluate existing programs to be more optimal in their achievement? Meanwhile, some other religions have carried out marriage-worthy certification activities. Catholics have treatment to certify marriage for three months by involving the church to prepare young families. Likewise, in Hinduism similar things are also carried out with the guidance of marriages and even become pre-marital conditions. Catholics and Buddhists are a minority group in Indonesia. For this reason, an in-depth study is needed whether marriage guidance is a pre-marital requirement for Muslims? If the Ministry of Religion stipulates this matter, it is necessary to prepare various means of supporting facilities, on funds, facilitators assisted in each sub-Regency by involving Islamic Extension Workers, Headers, religious leaders, community leaders, related institutions such as Puskesmas, KB counseling centers ready to implement marriage guidance. But according to the opinion of the writer, while thinking about where the Bimwin budget is obtained, what needs to be done now is how to make people feel they need marriage guidance both before marriage, marriage age, and marriage period so that their families run harmoniously and things don't happen not wanted. If the community feels the need, then the Bimwin implementation financing scheme can be carried out jointly. If in terms of funding it is still difficult to do, it is better to consider marriage guidance material included in the school curriculum at the final level of senior high school (SLTA / MA / SMK) and at the college end of the semester. This step is quite effective in introducing matters related to marriage which of course the material will be packaged in the right formula.

3. Closing

3.1. Conclusion

From the results of the study it can be concluded that:

- Thinking about the "Marriage Certificate" for the bride and groom who will carry out the marriage is motivated by a variety of social problems that arise and use, namely 1) divorce is increasing from year to year 2) Poor reproductive health due to childbirth for less than 20 years 3) The number of children stunting viz conditions of failure to thrive in the body and brain due to malnutrition for a long time. and 4) Increase in domestic violence (domestic violence)
- The reality of early marriage rates in Jepara Regency has increased significantly from year to year. As happened in 2019 3.16% for men and 3.45% for women. Of the total 9041 marital events. Early marriage in Jepara Regency is dominated by the North
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Jepara region starting from Bangsri, Kembang, Jepara Kota, Keling and Donorojo. The cause of early marriage due to unwanted pregnancy (KTD) is also a factor of local culture that is influenced by social systems that are difficult to eliminate and the tradition of young marriage inherited in the family. The impact of early marriages makes children drop out of school, loss of reproductive rights of children because they have to get pregnant and give birth at a young age, the number of LBW (Low Birth Weight of Babies) which can result in stunting.

- Decent Marriage Certificate Policy as an effort to build family resilience and prevent early marriage, is very welcomed by various parties and religious leaders, it is only necessary to find the right format because it involves the benefit of the life of the Indonesian people. Revitalizing the Bimwin program (Marriage Guidance) that has been running accompanied by prerequisites to marriage as in Catholicism and Hinduism is also good. But the Government must prepare the means of the facilities including funds.

3.2. Suggestion

As a contribution to this research, we submit:

- To the Coordinating Minister for PMK, please apply the Marriage Eligibility Certificate policy to be implemented not just discourse. So the guidelines and their implementation are clear
- To the Indonesian Ministry of Religion, we ask for your policy so that the Bimwin program becomes a pre-marital requirement for all brides in Indonesia
- For the bride and groom, know that marriage counseling activities are an important part of entering household life, as a provision for wading the ark
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